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Is the FBI Secretly Targeting

Black Activists?
As stories of surveillance poured in from
Black activists all over the country, three
social justice organizations united to find
out what was really going down.
By Princess Gabbara

*Editor’s Note: We reached out to the FBI for comment; however, at the time of publication, we had not received any response.
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What happens when a Freedom of Infor-

mation Act request is filed in search of the truth
about how the FBI and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) monitor Black activists? Hundreds of emails and other once-classified documents are turned over — including a
mysterious document called the “Race Paper”.
To the people at the Center for Constitutional Rights, Color of Change, and the
Kramer Law Clinic, who, together, filed the
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request back in 2016, this particular doc
stood out because all nine pages were fully
redacted. Seriously. All. Nine. Not even
the official title of the paper was visible.
Based on the content of other files shared
along with this “Race Paper”, it’s believed
that the RP contains information regarding
the surveillance of organizers and activists
involved in The Movement for Black Lives.
“We don’t fully know what’s in the ‘Race
Paper’ … but we believe [it’s] a compilation

of information based on racial identifiers and
assumptions about ‘radicalization’ that is being
used to justify surveillance against Black-led
movements and to criminalize those who
participate in them or even sympathize with the
concerns elevated by the movement,” explains
Brandi Collins-Dexter, Color of Change’s
senior campaign director for media, democracy,
and economic justice. “There continues to be
a number of illustrative examples of surveillance online and in presumed safe spaces like
churches and mosques. There’s also the most
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recent news that the Department of Homeland
Security started a fake university in Detroit to
go after undocumented would-be students.
So, if you read between the lines, it’s clear the
government is deploying a number of diverse
and deceptive tactics to track and target communities of color and people fighting for those
communities [and] against white nationalism.”
There’s even talk about the “Race Paper” being a continuation of the FBI’s now-defunct
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COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program), an attempt from 1956 to 1971 to disrupt and discredit certain groups and leaders,
including the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee; the Southern Christian Leadership Conference; the Black Panther Party;
Martin Luther King, Jr. and others, each of
which became constant targets of wiretapping and bugged hotel rooms. And in 2017,
a leaked FBI report titled, “Black Identity
Extremists Likely Motivated to Target Law

Enforcement Officers,” seemed to back up
this talk. Part of the 12-page report states:
“The FBI assesses it is very likely Black Identity Extremist (BIE) perceptions of police
brutality against African Americans spurred
an increase in premeditated, retaliatory lethal
violence against law enforcement and will
very likely serve as justification for such
violence.” Black Identity Extremist, though?
Perceptions of police brutality? This type of
language appears to suggest Black people
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concerned about rampant police killings of
unarmed Black people are doing entirely too
much. The report goes on to suggest the
2014 police killing of Michael Brown and the
ultimate miscarriage of justice resulting nonindictment as a trigger.
Given our country’s long history of racial
discrimination and oppression, Black activists weren’t at all surprised to learn the
“Race Paper” exists. The “Black Identity
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Extremist” terminology wasn’t anything
new, either. (Back in the ‘60s, the FBI
referred to Black organizers as “Negro extremists”.) But what’s most disturbing? The
fact that the FBI can seemingly investigate
anyone they deem a potential threat — no
solid evidence (or “factual predication”),
necessary. It’s a policy known as “assessments”, and it’s detailed in “The Attorney
General’s Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations”. Basically, it says for an authorized

purpose, the FBI can look to discover and
prevent criminal and/or terrorist activity by
getting information on “individuals, groups,
or organizations of possible investigative
interest … because they may be involved
in criminal or national security-threatening
activities.” Possible. May be.
Real talk, some activists have been followed
around in grocery stores and referred to by
their social media handles, been preemptively
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ID’d and arrested before an event, had their
phones tampered with, had attempts to live
stream aggressive police behavior blocked,
and more. And these are just a sampling of
scenarios that led up to the 2016 Freedom of
Information Act request.
“Surveillance as a means of social control
is an undeniable part of our country’s story,
and it’s hard to deny that surveillance has
particularly and with unerring focus been
targeted toward communities of color [and]
their allies,” says Collins-Dexter. “We can
feel like we’re being gaslighted, like we’re
going crazy. Every time I check my bags at
the airport, they get searched in a manner
that cannot be random,” she continues.
“But we can’t let that silence us. We have
to be able to protest out loud — our lives
depend on it.”
Najya Williams, a 20-year-old poet, activist,
and junior at Harvard College in Cambridge, Massachusetts, admits it can feel
scary knowing she could potentially be
targeted simply for exercising her First
Amendment rights, but she’s not one to
ever back down. “I must remember the
stock I come from, the ancestors who
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fought for me and the road they paved for
my generation,” she says. “My fear isn’t
bigger than the work that needs to be done,
and that is what drives me forward.”
For 20-year-old Cori Wash, an activist and
soon-to-be sophomore at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, it’s hella frustrating to
recognize a good portion of the country
still doesn’t understand what the Black
Lives Matter movement is all about — that
it’s 2019 and we’re still out here trying
to convince others that police shootings
of unarmed Black people is not (and will
never be) OK. “The FBI has a history of
surveillance on Black activism groups solely
because they think we want to start this
so-called ‘war’ on police or authority, [but]
we just want people to listen. [We don’t]
want to hurt anyone,” she says. “None of us
should be intimidated and scared into being
silent simply because someone chose to see
us and our work as a threat, especially since
that’s not our intent.”
The same way we counted on our ancestors
to fight for us, future generations are counting on current crusaders to stay the course,
to do what’s right.

“As far my activism goes, I will always continue to speak up,” says Cori. “This [‘Race
Paper’] doesn’t change anything; it actually
empowers me to keep working and to keep
fighting but to always be alert. I’m not
doing this work because I want to revolt. I
started because I got tired of feeling helpless. I got tired of seeing other marginalized
folks targeted and oppressed. My work stays
the same and will continue to grow.”
Najya cosigns that mood. “Activism has
never been an easy route to take, and it
has come with its fair share of emotional
and mental exhaustion. However, I still
stand in all of it because advocating for the
rights of Black people and other marginalized communities is my responsibility as a
woman, citizen, and decent human being,”
she says. “If an obstacle, judgment, or adversity stopped me from speaking the truth
fearlessly and unapologetically, I wasn’t passionate enough about the truth in the first
place. I plan to continue using my voice
and words to say what everyone should say
and rest in the comfort of knowing that I
stood for something greater than myself
for the sake of liberating an entire community of people.” s
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